NOTES:

1) JOHN A. & EVELYN M. HURST have acquired title to the 109.996 ACRE TRACT per deed as recorded in Volume 558, Page 197. They have acquired title to the 76.049 ACRE TRACT per deed as recorded in Volume 106, Page 718 of the Clinton County Official Records.

2) The 29.865 ACRE TRACT as surveyed contains 1.338 ACRES from HURST's ORIGINAL 109.996 ACRE TRACT and 28.527 ACRES from HURST's ORIGINAL 76.049 ACRE TRACT.

MONUMENT LEGEND:
- Corner Pin (1) nine per plan
- W/P 0.00 Insp. Pin (2) with yellow plastic cap clamped
- T/P 0.00 Insp. Pin (3) nine per plan
- Stone (4)
- Redwood Spike (5)
- Redwood Stake (6)
- Metal Stake (7)
- Pl or Mag Nail (8)
- Chain (9)

NOTE: Bearings used are based on NAD 83 (OSR) Ohio State Plane Coordinates (South Zone) as derived from GPS Observations. Distances are approximate. The combined scale factor is 0.99995475446. To obtain ground distances divide the ordinate by the combined scale factor. Monumented bound or set are in good condition.

Deeds & Survey Records as noted on this drawing are source data for this survey.